
E. W. WOODWARD & CO., desirable business property for sale.
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WATER AND GAS.

About one half of the population of Oakland use water obtained from
the Contra Costa Water Company, and the remainder procure it from
wells. By digging to a depth of twenty feet a supply of pure fresh water
can be obtained, but on account of the increased size of the city, and- the
prevalent fear that well water is becoming contaminated with sewage,
many persons are abandoning their wells and using the water that is

obtained from the mountain streams. The Contra Costa Water Company
commenced operations in the latter part of the year 1866, and since that

time about twenty-five miles of pipe have been laid. Water is obtained
from the Temescal Creek; at its eastern branch, five miles from Oakland,
a canon has been dammed, and an artificial lake six hundred feet wide
and a quarter of a mile long has been created. The water is seventy feet

deep hi winter, and the capacity of the reservoir is two hundred million

gallons. The consumption of water varies from a million to a million and
a half gallons per day, according to the season. The company has also

appropriated the water of the Fruit Vale Creek and built a reservoir

there, with a capacity of one million gallons. In case the mountain
streams run low, use is made of artesian wells in Brooklyn, the water
from which is forced by steam power into the mains.
In view of a constantly increasing population and a rapid growth of

permanent improvement, with a consequent increased demand, many
have expressed a fear that the water supply would fad entirely in the
event of a dry season, and leave the city, in the more densely populated
localities, where the well water is not fit for use on account of contamin-
ation by drainage, without water, and the whole at the mercy of the
flames. Such a fear, it will be seen, is unfounded, for the company, in

order to meet the increased demand, has acquired the water rights of San
Leandro Creek to the upper end of the canon two miles above San Leandro.
At that point a suitable dam is being erected, so as to form a lake of the
valley above, which will contain, when completed, forty thousand million

gallons of water, equal to a daily supply of one hundred million gallons,

a quantity sufficient for the supply of a population of one million. The
location of this dam is about eight miles from Oakland, and at the present
time a large body of water has been accumulated, and pipe two feet in

diameter extended to the city charter line. The company is stdl engaged
laying this pipe through the city, and it is hoped the supply may be made
available the latter part of the present year. The completion of this

enterprise will give Oakland a first class water supply, equal to the best
hi the United States.

The purity of the water supplied by the Contra Costa Water Company
has been tested by the State Assayer, who certifies as follows : I consider
the water analyzed to be of excellent quality, and well adapted to domes-
tic use.

The Oakland Gas Light Company commenced operations January 1,

1867, since which time its capacity has been largely increased, being now
equal to a consumption of two hundred thousand cubic feet per twenty-
four hours. The large extent of ground covered by the City of Oakland
has imposed upon the company the laying of more mains, to supply its

widely scattered consumers, than is required by any other city of the
United States with an equal number of inhabitants. The company is

constantly advised of all changes in modes of manufacturing and distrib-

uting, and avail themselves of all the modern improvements which tend
to improve quality and lessen price. The price charged since March 1,

1875, is $4.25 per thousand feet. The works are situated on the block
bounded by Broadway, Washington, First, and Second streets.

Fresh milk cream and butter milk, wholesale and retail at 469 Ninth.


